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Atlantis
A comprehensive study of the major occult writings on Atlantis • Fully examines
the many occult teachings on Atlantis, including those from G. I. Gurdjieff, Madame
Blavatsky, Julius Evola, Edgar Cayce, Fabre d’Olivet, and Dion Fortune • Shows how
these writings correlate with the concept of cyclical history, such as the Mayan
calendar and 2012, the Age of Aquarius, and the four Yugas • By a renowned
scholar, author, editor, and translator of more than 30 books Atlantis has held a
perennial place in the collective imagination of humanity from ancient Greece
onward. Many of the great minds of the occult and esoteric world wrote at length
on their theories of Atlantis--about its high culture, its possible location, its ultimate
demise, and their predictions of a return to Atlantean enlightenment or the
downfall of modern society. Beginning with a review of the rationalist writings on
Atlantis--those that use geographic and geologic data to validate their
theories--renowned scholar Joscelyn Godwin then analyzes and compares writings
on Atlantis from many of the great occultists and esotericists of the 19th and 20th
centuries, including Fabre d’Olivet, G. I. Gurdjieff, Guido von List, Julius Evola,
Edgar Cayce, Dion Fortune, and René Guénon, whose writings often stem from
deeper, metaphysical sources, such as sacred texts, prophecy, or paranormal
communication. Seeking to unravel and explain the histories and interpretations of
Atlantis and its kindred myths of Lemuria and Mu, the author shows how these
different views go hand-in-hand with the concept of cyclical history, such as the
Vedic system of the four Yugas, the Mayan calendar with its 2012 end-date, the
theosophical system of root races, and the precession of the equinoxes. Venturing
broader and deeper than any other book on Atlantis, this study also covers
reincarnation, human evolution or devolution, the origins of race, and catastrophe
theory.

Opening Atlantis
EarthTrek is a trilogy in search of Truth in human's journey on earth while proving
that all religions originally came from the same One Source.It combines beautifully
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myths, religion and science.

Atlantis
“Tremendous. This guy has done history like you would not believe.” —Glenn Beck
The secrets of history’s most enduring mystery are finally revealed in The Lost
Empire of Atlantis. Through impeccable research and intelligent speculation, Gavin
Menzies, the New York Times bestselling author of 1421, uncovers the truth behind
the mysterious “lost” city of Atlantis—making the startling claim that the
“Atlanteans” discovered America 4,000 years ago and ruled a vast Mediterranean
empire that was violently destroyed in 1,500 BC. Forget everything you’ve ever
thought about the Atlantis legend—Gavin Menzies will make you a believer!

ATLANTIS IS REAL FACT INDONESIA HISTORY BEFORE
While in medical school (which I did not have the privilege of completing), once a
week we had a small group discussion class called Focus On Problems. Each group
had a leader, a member of the medical school staff or someone closely associated
with the school, usually an MD or Ph.D. Our group leader was Dean of the Medical
School, H. David Wilson, MD. One class period focused on working with patients of
different ethnic backgrounds. Dr. Wilson asked me what were some of the
traditions of my tribe in regard to medicine that would be helpful for a doctor to
know. My reply was that I had been raised like a white, that I had grown up
learning about various herbal and natural remedies, but that I knew nothing about
the specific medical traditions, ceremonial or secular, of my people.I had always
longed to know of the traditions of my people before that, but circumstances of my
family history had not allowed it. That question in the Focus On Problems class
caused that longing to intensify into a sharp pang of longing that would not be
satisfied until many years later. While in the first two years of medical school as a
nontraditional student, I was in an environment that encouraged the development
of the knowledge of Native American traditions. We had Native American speakers
that came and elaborated on Native American traditions. One area that was
lacking was tribal histories, but what academics label prehistory. I commented to
her that when white man came, they did all they could to destroy our social and
religious fabric, so the old traditions were not passed down to most of the
remaining members of the tribes. “Now we know nothing of our old history. There
is nothing left. The white side of my family history is easy to know, but not my
Cherokee and Choctaw side.” She replied by saying that, yes, many of our peoples
have lost their old traditions, and it is sad.

From the First Rising Sun
You know of it through song and legend: the golden civilization of Atlantis, which
sank into the cold depths of the sea ages ago. But few know the truth about
Atlantisor the geological and metaphysical evidences that suggest it really existed.
What have scholars unearthed of Atlantiss society and history? How about its
mystical and religious beliefs, art and architecture, and its peoples knowledge of
science and healing? Is it possible that the tremendous achievements of the
Atlanteans were aided by extraterrestrial contact? Shirley Andrews uncovers the
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living legacy in Atlantis: Insights from a Lost Civilization, a compelling new look at
a legendary country once situated on the Atlantic Ridge. The author has traveled
extensively to conduct her own comprehensive research, which she synthesizes
with the work of hundreds of other Atlantis researchersclassical and modern
scholars, scientists, and respected psychics like Edgar Cayce. Survivors of this
fabled land have made their mark on cultures all over the world, and their
descendants walk the earth today. Learn how the legacy of Atlantis can help us
bring our own world into a new age of peace and enlightenment.

Heart of Atlantis
Atlantis berada di kawasan tropis pada /aman es Pleistosen, berlimpah sumber
daya alam, seperti timah, tembaga, seng, perak, emas, berbagai macam buahbuahan, padi, rempah-rempah, gajah raksasa, hutan dengan berbagai jenis pohon,
sungai, danau, dan saluran irigasi. —PIATO (Filosof Terbesar Yunani) Pernahkah
terbetik dalam pikiran Anda bahwa negeri yang Anda diami saat ini sangat
mungkin dulunya sebuah kekaisaran dunia yang menjadi sumber segala
peradaban besar: Atlantis? Surga yang disebut-sebut oleh berbagai Tradisi Suci
dunia? Setelah melakukan penelitian selama 30 tahun dan menemukan bukti-bukti
yang meyakinkan, Prof. Arysio Samos. Ph.D. memastikan kepada dunia bahwa
situs Atlantis adalah Indonesia. Ciri ciri Atlantis yang dicatat Plato dalam dua
dialognya berjudul Ttmaeus dan Critias, secara mengejutkan, sangar cocok dengan
kondisi geografis Indonesia. Atlantis adalah negeri tropis berlimpah mineral dan
kekayaan hayati. Namun kemudian, segala kemewahan itu lenyap, tersapu
bencana mahabesar yang memisahkan Jawa dari Sumatra, menenggelamkan lebih
dari separuh wilayah Nusantara. Gunung Berapi Krakatau menjadi sumber bencana
global tersebut (diperkirakan terjadi 11.600 tahun yang lalu). Ia meletus,
menimbulkan rentetan gempa dan tsunami mahadahsyat, seratus kali lebih besar
dari bencana Aceh 2004, yang pada puncaknya mengakhiri Zaman Es. Prof. Santos
juga mengungkap fakta bahwa Atlantis adalah tempat ilmu dan penemuan besar
manusia muncul kali pertama (budaya bercocok tanam, bahasa, metalurgi,
astronomi, seni, dll.) serta peradaban-peradaban sesudahnya (Yunani, Mesir, Maya.
Azicc, Inca» dll.) sesungguhnya dibangun oleh bangsa Indonesia. Dalam banyak
hal, buku ini berhasil mengonfirmasi kebenaran kitab suci dan mitologi,
mengawinkan sains dan agama, dan pasti akan mengubah cara pandang Anda
terhadap sejarah umat manusia. “Melalui studinya yang panjang, rekun, dan
telaten, Prof. Santos seakan membenarkan Ramalan Joyoboyo pada abad ke-11,
bahwa Sabdo Palon Noyo Genggong akan kembali turun ke dunia sebagai pertanda
kembali jayanya negeri khatulistiwa.” —Sujiwo Tejo. Budayawan "Buku ini
sebaiknya menjadi bacaan bagi guru, dosen, pelajar, dan mahasiswa di setiap
sekolah dan perguruan tinggi.” —Prof. Dr. Jimly Assidiqie, Mantan Kecua
Mahkamah Konsritusi

The Atlantis Dialogue
Draws on extensive archaeological and scientific sources to discuss evidence for
the existence of the lost continent of Atlantis.

Atlantis & Lemuria
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Is the Atlantis story a myth, pseudo-science, or a true story with lessons for our
future? Objective and scrupulous, J. Allan Danelek applies his signature nononsense approach to the legend of the Lost Continent. Investigating Plato's
dialogues, geosciences, traditional theories, and historical maps, Danelek attempts
to answer the questions surrounding this twelve-thousand-year-old legend. Did
Atlantis truly exist? If so, what was its culture like? How did the Atlanteans destroy
themselves? Why haven't we found any evidence of this civilization? And finally,
what can we learn from the fate of Atlantis—an advanced civilization perhaps not
unlike our own? This engaging exploration of Atlantis brings levity to a
controversial subject and offers reasonable and fascinating theories of what may
have happened to this ancient civilization.

The Lost Civilization of Lemuria
The Atlantis Blueprint
Sixty thousand years ago, Earth had two more continents than it does today, each
larger than what we now know as Australia. Why are they no longer there? One of
these additional continents, Atlantis, was located in the Atlantic Ocean between
North America and Africa. The other, Lemuria, was located in the Pacific Ocean. In
this book, you’ll learn all about these huge continents and the great civilizations
who called them home. What did they look like? What was daily life like for them?
What happened to them? Tom asks these intriguing questions and many more. The
answers revealed on the pages within dig into the mysteries surrounding the
continents of Atlantis and Lemuria and their eventual destructions.

Echoes of Atlantis
After thousands of years, so many of us still search for the answer to the mystery
of Atlantis. From time to time, archaeologists and historians locate evidence. There
have been many locations proposed for the location of Atlantis. Ever since the first
recorded history of Atlantis, written by the Greek philosopher Plato over 2,300
years ago, debate has raged as to whether or not Atlantis ever really existed. The
existence of Atlantis is supported by the fact that it is described in great details by
Plato. In additions, various conditions, events and goods unknown to Plato are also
described in detailed and lengthy words. The recent knowledge of late glacial and
postglacial sea level rise and land subsidence that occurred almost precisely at the
time described by Plato also becomes strong evidence to the truth of the story.
Plato describes the Atlantis from point of views of geography, climate, plain layout,
city layout, river and channel hydraulics, produces, social structure, customs,
mythology and its destruction in details including their dimensions and
orientations. These become the subjects of the author to hypothesize that the lost
city of Atlantis is in Java Sea. The works include over 5-year research and analysis
of textbooks, papers, internet sites and digital data collected by the author as well
as some site observations. These resulted in accurate evidence to the hypothesis
that the story fits the location in question. The book discusses the existence of
Atlantis in specific details that have never been written by others.
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The Lost Continent of Mu
There is not much in mythology that has drawn so much interest than the lost
continent of Atlantis. In this book the author, W. Scott-Elliot, tries to provide a
geographical, historical and ethnological sketch of all that was and might have
been. He even includes essays on the Lemurian race, their language and life. This
is a treasure chest for anybody interested in Atlantis.

LEMURIA ATLANTIS INDONESIA
Experience the first “outrageous adventure with a wild dose of the supernatural”
(Clive Cussler, New York Times bestselling author) in the New York Times
bestselling Atlantis trilogy, following archeologist Conrad Yeats, his father, and
linguist Serena Serghetti as they search for the lost city of Atlantis. During a top
secret dig in Antarctica, the United States government discovers a stunning and
ancient secret: the legendary lost city of Atlantis. Dr. Conrad Yeats, the foremost
authority on megalithic architecture, is brought in along with his estranged father,
General Griffin Yeats, and his former lover, the linguist Serena Serghetti, to explore
this astonishing civilization hidden beneath the ice. But their investigation
uncovers something shocking that threatens the very existence of humanity and
together, they are thrust into a deadly race against the apocalypse. “Raising
Atlantis grabs hold of you from the first page and pulls you into an astonishing
world of scientific fact and fiction, suspense, and good old-fashioned adventure”
(Nelson DeMille, New York Times bestselling author). Visit the official Raising
Atlantis website at RaisingAtlantis.com to unlock lost chapters and download free
ebooks featuring Conrad Yeats and Serena Serghetti.

The Lost Continent
Publishers Weekly says of the author, "BRODY DOES A TERRIFIC JOB OF WRAPPING
HIS RESEARCH IN A FAST-PACED THRILL RIDE." Described as "RICH IN SCOPE AND
VIVIDLY ENGROSSING" by Midwest Book Review. Evidence of the lost continent of
Atlantis exists throughout the modern world. As do powerful groups who do not
want Atlantis-and its secrets-to be rediscovered. Historians Cameron Thorne and
Amanda Gunn stumble upon a mysterious spiral necklace and a 12,000-year-old
human skull, sparking their search for Atlantis and its true legacy. But are modernday Knights Templar and a cabal of goddess worshipers conspiring against them?
Only after a whirlwind of international travel and a violent encounter with a
shadowy paramilitary group do the mysteries of Atlantis finally reveal themselves.
This stand-alone novel is Book #6 in the "Templars in America" Series.

The Lost Empire of Atlantis
DIVLeading authority examines facts and fancies behind the Atlantis theme in
history, science, and literature. Sources include Plato, Thomas More, K. T. Frost,
and many other citations, both famous and lesser-known. Related legends are also
recounted and refuted, and reports document attempts to prove the continent's
existence, including accounts of actual expeditions. /div
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Good Omens
"Cracking the riddle of Atlantis with a new set of tools, scientist and scholar Santos
presents his groundbreaking theory of the lost civilization, definitively locating
Atlantis near Indonesia"--Provided by publisher.

Meet Me in Atlantis
Reveals the parallels between the rise and fall of Atlantis, cultures in ancient
Mesoamerica, and our modern civilization • Links the demise of Atlantis with the
birth of the Olmec civilization in Mexico, the beginning of the first Egyptian
dynasty, and the start of the Mayan Calendar • Reveals the Atlantean and Mayan
prophecy of an eternal cycle of global creation, destruction, and renewal and how
we are headed into a destructive phase • Shows how ancient prophecies correlate
precisely with the latest climatology studies, the rising incidence of solar flares,
and papers from Pentagon and NASA analysts With the passing of the Mayan
Calendar’s end date we can now focus on the true significance of what the Maya
and their predecessors were trying to convey to future civilizations. Frank Joseph
reveals how the Mayan prophecy, symbolized by their calendar, was created
through the combined genius of Atlantis and Lemuria and predicts an eternal cycle
of global creation, destruction, and renewal. He shows how this cycle correlates
precisely with scientific studies on glacial ice cores and predictions from the Hopi,
the Incas, and the Scandinavian Norse as well as the visions of Edgar Cayce. He
links the demise of Atlantis with the birth of the Olmec civilization in Mexico (the
progenitors of the Maya), the beginning of the first Egyptian dynasty, and the start
of the Mayan Calendar. Drawing on the latest climatology studies and papers from
Pentagon and NASA analysts, he reveals that we are on the brink of a destructive
phase in the global cycle of change as predicted by the Atlanteans and the Maya.
The world’s current political, economic, and cultural deterioration is paralleled by
unprecedented storms and record temperatures, massive solar flares, tectonic
disturbances, and fissuring sea floors that could release dangerous reservoirs of
methane gas into the environment--all of which signals we are headed into another
ice age. Despite the Atlanteans’ greater understanding of the cyclical nature of
catastrophes and of the human role in them, Joseph reveals the mistakes they
made that played a crucial role in their civilization’s destruction. By recognizing the
self-destructive patterns of Atlantis in our own civilization, we can learn from their
mistakes to reestablish civilization’s cosmic balance before time runs out.

The Story Of Atlantis
A compelling new portrait of the lost realm of Lemuria, the original motherland of
humanity • Contains the most extensive and up-to-date archaeological research on
Lemuria • Reveals a lost, ancient technology in some respects more advanced
than modern science • Provides evidence that the perennial philosophies have
their origin in Lemurian culture Before the Indonesian tsunami or Hurricane
Katrina’s destruction of New Orleans, there was the destruction of Lemuria. Oral
tradition in Polynesia recounts the story of a splendid kingdom that was carried to
the bottom of the sea by a mighty “warrior wave”--a tsunami. This lost realm has
been cited in numerous other indigenous traditions, spanning the globe from
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Australia to Asia to the coasts of both South and North America. It was known as
Lemuria or Mu, a vast realm of islands and archipelagoes that once sprawled
across the Pacific Ocean. Relying on 10 years of research and extensive travel,
Frank Joseph offers a compelling picture of this motherland of humanity, which he
suggests was the original Garden of Eden. Using recent deep-sea archaeological
finds, enigmatic glyphs and symbols, and ancient records shared by cultures
divided by great distances that document the story of this sunken world, Joseph
painstakingly re-creates a picture of this civilization in which people lived in rare
harmony and possessed a sophisticated technology that allowed them to harness
the weather, defy gravity, and conduct genetic investigations far beyond what is
possible today. When disaster struck Lemuria, the survivors made their way to
other parts of the world, incorporating their scientific and mystical skills into the
existing cultures of Asia, Polynesia, and the Americas. Totem poles of the Pacific
Northwest, architecture in China, the colossal stone statues on Easter Island, and
even the perennial philosophies all reveal their kinship to this now-vanished
civilization.

Atlantis and the Silver City
Delve into an ancient mystery and witness the unveiling of the most complete and
persuasive evidence for the real location of the lost empire of Atlantis. More than
two thousand years ago, Plato laid out a series of cryptic clues about the location
of Atlantis. Since then, countless experts have tried to crack his code. Today, some
experts claim Atlantis lies under the volcanic rocks of Santorini. Others place it in
the Bermuda Triangle or off the coast of Africa or say it vanished forever beneath
the waves of the Atlantic Ocean. But what if Atlantis is closer than we think? What
if we could walk the streets of its ancient capital today? After a twenty-year
forensic examination of Plato’s writings, Peter Daughtrey believes we can do just
that. Having matched an unprecedented number of Plato’s clues to a modern
locale, Daughtrey pinpoints the exact location of the once-glittering capital city of
Atlantis and outlines the full reach of the empire. Daughtrey’s quest takes him
from the dusty stone quarries of Portugal and the hieroglyphs of Egyptian temples
to the newly refurbished museums of Baghdad. Along the way, he unearths longforgotten, vitally significant artifacts, pieces together sensational evidence of a lost
alphabet, and identifies today’s descendants of this early civilization—and even
reveals the location of another undersea settlement from the empire of Atlantis.
Hailed as “an intriguing, thought-provoking read” by Graham Hancock, the
bestselling author of Fingerprints of the Gods, Atlantis and the Silver City is a
detailed and accurate account of an adventurous journey of discovery, told with
enthusiasm and verve.

Atlantis Found (A Dirk Pitt Novel)
Atlantis was first introduced by the Greek philosopher Plato in two "dialogues" he
wrote in the fourth century B.C. His tale of a great empire that sank beneath the
waves -- a tale that Plato never even finished -- has sparked thousands of years of
debate over whether Atlantis really existed. But did Plato mean his tale as history,
or just as a parable to help illustrate his philosophy? In "The Atlantis Dialogue,"
you'll find everything Plato said about Atlantis, in the context he intended. Now you
can read and judge for yourself! //////////////////////////////////////// "An easy read . . .
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Provides a good starting point for anyone wanting to learn more about the Atlantis
myth." -- Judy Justice, Midwest Book Review, Mar. 2002 (Reviewer's Choice)
//////////////////////////////////////// SAMPLE CRITIAS: Consider then, Socrates, if this
narrative is suited to the purpose, or whether we should seek for some other
instead. SOCRATES: And what other, Critias, can we find that will be better than
this, which is natural and suitable to the festival of the goddess, and has the very
great advantage of being a fact and not a fiction? How or where shall we find
another if we abandon this? We cannot, and therefore you must tell the tale, and
good luck to you; and I in return for my yesterday's discourse will now rest and be
a listener. CRITIAS: Let me begin by observing first of all, that nine thousand was
the sum of years which had elapsed since the war which was said to have taken
place between those who dwelt outside the pillars of Heracles and all who dwelt
within them; this war I am going to describe. Of the combatants on the one side,
the city of Athens was reported to have been the leader and to have fought out the
war; the combatants on the other side were commanded by the kings of Atlantis,
which, as I was saying, was an island greater in extent than Libya and Asia, and
when afterwards sunk by an earthquake, became an impassable barrier of mud to
voyagers sailing from hence to any part of the ocean. The progress of the history
will unfold the various nations of barbarians and families of Hellenes which then
existed, as they successively appear on the scene; but I must describe first of all
Athenians of that day, and their enemies who fought with them, and then the
respective powers and governments of the two kingdoms.

Atlantis, the Eighth Continent
The classic collaboration from the internationally bestselling authors Neil Gaiman
and Terry Pratchett, soon to be an original series starring Michael Sheen and David
Tennant. “Good Omens . . . is something like what would have happened if Thomas
Pynchon, Tom Robbins and Don DeLillo had collaborated. Lots of literary
inventiveness in the plotting and chunks of very good writing and characterization.
It’s a wow. It would make one hell of a movie. Or a heavenly one. Take your
pick.”—Washington Post According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes
Nutter, Witch (the world's only completely accurate book of prophecies, written in
1655, before she exploded), the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in
fact. Just before dinner. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, Atlantis is
rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. Everything appears to be going
according to Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living
demon—both of whom have lived amongst Earth's mortals since The Beginning
and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle—are not actually looking forward to the
coming Rapture. And someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist . . .

Lost Continents
LEMURIA ATLANTIS INDONESIA,the three preceding advanced civilizations that
have ever existed on earth are in Indonesia, this is proof as well as a track record
of its progress

Unearthing Atlantis:
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King mesmerizes readers with fiction deeply rooted in the sixties, exploring in five
interconnected narratives, spanning 1960 to 1999, the haunting legacy of the
Vietnam War. "Engaging . . . King's gift of storytelling is rich".--"The Los Angles
Times Book Review".

ATLANTIS
The New York Times Bestseller! The author of Turn Right at Machu Picchu travels
the globe in search of the world’s most famous lost city. “Adventurous, inquisitive
and mirthful, Mark Adams gamely sifts through the eons of rumor, science, and
lore to find a place that, in the end, seems startlingly real indeed.”—Hampton
Sides A few years ago, Mark Adams made a strange discovery: Far from alien
conspiracy theories and other pop culture myths, everything we know about the
legendary lost city of Atlantis comes from the work of one man, the Greek
philosopher Plato. Stranger still: Adams learned there is an entire global subculture of amateur explorers who are still actively and obsessively searching for
this sunken city, based entirely on Plato’s detailed clues. What Adams didn’t
realize was that Atlantis is kind of like a virus—and he’d been exposed. In Meet Me
in Atlantis, Adams racks up frequent-flier miles tracking down these Atlantis
obsessives, trying to determine why they believe it's possible to find the world's
most famous lost city—and whether any of their theories could prove or disprove
its existence. The result is a classic quest that takes readers to fascinating
locations to meet irresistible characters; and a deep, often humorous look at the
human longing to rediscover a lost world.

Leonard Maltin's Movie Encyclopedia
A scholarly approach to the Atlantis myth attempts to uncover the truth about the
"lost" civilization and examines excavations at Thera, in the present-day
Mediterranean.

The Romance of Atlantis
Many of us lived previous lives as keepers of sacred knowledge that was taught in
the ancient mystery schools. Much of this knowledge was lost through time due to
disasters and destruction or death. The knowledge was reserved for a select few
who devoted their lives to understanding and teaching it.

Atlantis
Lost Knowledge: The Concept of Vanished Technologies and Other Human Histories
investigates early texts that speak of sophisticated technologies millennia ago that
became obscured over time or were destroyed with the civilizations that had
created them.

Eden in the East
Chronicles the history of the planet's eighth continent, Atlantis, a land-mass that
lies between Europe and the East Coast of Terranova, a world that long has lured
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dreamers and visionaries from around the globe who are willing to brave the perils
of an u

Sundaland: Tracing The Cradle of Civilizations
Sundaland is a bio-geographical region of Southeastern Asia which encompasses
the Sunda Shelf, the part of the Asian continental shelf that was exposed during
the Last Ice Age. It included the Malay Peninsula on the Asian mainland, as well as
the large islands of Kalimantan, Java and Sumatera, and their surrounding islands.
Sundaland is in the tropics, surrounded by oceans, and within the Ring of Fire.
Benefitting from the heavy precipitation, volcanic deposits in Sundaland develop
into some of the richest forestry and agricultural lands, and developed into some of
the richest fauna on Earth. The vast majority of scholars accept that every living
human being is descended from a small group in Africa, who then dispersed into
the wider world. Archaeological and fossil evidence support an early migration of
modern humans left Africa and followed the coastlines of Africa, Arabia, India and
Sundaland. After migrating from the semi-deserted savannas of Africa, man first
found a place in Sundaland where food was abundant and it was there that they
left hunter-gatherer culture and invented farming, agriculture, trading and
civilization, which made humanity first flourished. All this took place during the
Last Glacial period. The sea levels continued to rise gradually to peak levels about
5,500 years ago, causing land loss on tropical coasts with flat continental shelves.
Cracks in the earth’s crust as the weight of the ice shifted to the seas set off
catastrophic events compounded by earthquakes, volcano eruptions, super waves
and floods drowned the coastal cultures and all the flat continental shelves of
Southeast Asia, and wiped out many populations. As the sea rolled in, there was a
mass migration from the sinking continent. Genetic studies show that there has
been a sharp decline in the population of the world, and population turnovers from
Southeast, East and South Asia to Europe, Near East and the Caucasus beginning
at the the end of the Younger Dryas period. The Younger Dryas disasters are also
documented as legends, myths or tales in almost every region on Earth,
observable with tremendous similarities. They are common across a wide range of
cultures, extending back into Bronze Age and Neolithic prehistory. The
overwhelming consistency among legends and myths of flood and the repopulation
of man from a flood hero similar to the Noah Flood are found in distant parts of the
Earth. The myths similar to the Garden of Eden, Paradise or Divine Land echo
among the populations around the world. Memories of their origin are documented
in their legends, such as the stories of Atlantis, Neserser, Land of Punt, Land of
Ophir, Kumari Kandam, Kangdez and Taprobana. Pyramids spread in many parts of
the world and emerged separately from one another by oceans who supposedly
never discovered each other’s existence. Those indicate that they were derived
from a common origin. Further, scholastic belief by etymologists and linguists are
positive that all world languages sprang from a common source.

Atlantis
In the Homeric Epics, important references to specific autonomous systems and
mechanisms of very advanced technology, such as automata and artificial
intelligence, as well as to almost modern methods of design and production are
included. Even if those features of Homeric science were just poetic concepts
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(which on many occasions does not explain the astonishing details of design and
manufacture, like the ones included in the present volume), they seem to prove
that these achievements were well within human capability. In addition, the
substantial development of machine theory during the early post-Homeric age
shows that the Homeric descriptions were a kind of prophetic conception of these
machines, and scientific research must be a quest for the fundamental principles of
knowledge available during the Late Bronze Age and the dawn of the Iron Age.
Such investigations must of necessity be strongly interdisciplinary and also
proceed continuously in time, since, as science progresses, new elements of
knowledge are discovered in the Homeric Epics, amenable to scientific analysis.
This book brings together papers presented at the international symposium
Science and Technology in Homeric Epics, which took place at Ancient Olympia in
2006. It includes a total of 41 contributions, mostly original research papers,
covering diverse fields of science and technology, in the modern sense of these
words.

Lost Knowledge
This book completetly changes the established and conventional view of prehistory
by relocating the Lost Eden—the world's first civilisation—to Southeast Asia. At the
end of the Ice Age, Southeast Asia formed a continent twice the size of India, which
included Indochina, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Borneo. In Eden in the East, Stephen
Oppenheimer puts forward the astonishing argument that here in southeast
Asia—rather than in Mesopotamia where it is usually placed—was the lost
civilization that fertilized the Great cultures of the Middle East 6,000 years ago. He
produces evidence from ethnography, archaeology, oceanography, creation
stories, myths, linguistics, and DNA analysis to argue that this founding civilization
was destroyed by a catastrophic flood, caused by a rapid rise in the sea level at the
end of the last ice age.

Hearts in Atlantis
A spellbinding blend of history and science, scholarship and speculation, this
landmark work presents startling new evidence that traces archaeology's most
enduring mysteries back to the lost civilization of Atlantis. The Great Pyramid.
Stonehenge. Machu Picchu. For centuries, these and other sacred sites have
inspired wonder among those who ponder their origins. Conventional science tells
us they were constructed by local peoples working with the primitive tools of a
fledgling civilization. But these megaliths nonetheless continue to attract pilgrims,
scholars, and adventurers drawn by the possibility that their true spiritual and
technological secrets remain hidden. Who could have built these elaborate
monuments? How did they do it? And what were their incomprehensible efforts and
sacrifices designed to accomplish? Now comes a revolutionary theory that
connects these mysteries to reveal a hidden global pattern -- the ancient work of
an advanced civilization whose warnings of planetary cataclysm now reverberate
across one hundred millennia. International bestselling author Colin Wilson and
Canadian researcher Rand Flem-Ath join forces to share startling evidence of a
fiercely intelligent society dating back as much as 100,000 years -- one that sailed
the oceans of the world, building monuments to preserve and communicate its
remarkable wisdom. The Atlantis Blueprint is their term for a sophisticated network
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of connections between these sacred sites that they trace to Atlantis: a
sophisticated maritime society that charted the globe from its home base in
Antarctica until it was obliterated by the devastating global changes it anticipated
but could not escape. Here is adventure to realms beyond our imaginings to
shifting poles, changing latitudes into the world of ancient mariners who recharted
the globe to astonishing discoveries about our ancestors. Here are the great
mysteries the incredibly complex geography of the Temple of Luxor the startling
sophistication of Egyptian science and math and tantalizing similarities among the
Hebrew, Greek, and Mayan alphabets to the Chinese lunar zodiac. The Atlantis
Blueprint opens up a Pandora's box of ancient mysteries, lost worlds, and
millennial riddles. It is a story as controversial, fascinating, dangerous -- and
inspiring -- as any ever told. From the Hardcover edition.

EarthTrek
Mu was an immense continent covering nearly one-half of the Pacific Ocean. When
she sank during volcanic destruction, fifty million square miles of water claimed
her place. This vast continent and culture was the center of civilization some
25,000 years ago. This is the story of Churchward's search for the lost continent,
from the vaults of an Indian temple to the four corners of the world.

Atlantis
Alaric, Poseidon's high priest, has promised Quinn, the woman he loves and the
leader of the Resistance, that he will help save her friend Jack, but he worries that
he will lose her to Jack, as a new threat to humanity arises.

Raising Atlantis
Marine explorer Dirk Pitt faces off against an elite army from an era gone-by in
order to uncover the secrets of an ancient civilization in this #1 New York Timesbestselling series. A group of anthropologists uncover strange inscriptions on the
wall of a Colorado mine just as an explosion traps them deep within the earth. But
their work won’t stay buried long. Dirk Pitt is on hand during the blast and quick to
initiate a rescue operation. He is then tapped to lead a research crew on behalf of
the U.S. National Underwater and Marine Agency to further study these uncanny
artifacts. And that’s when his ship is set upon and nearly sunk by an
impossibility—a vessel that should have died 56 years before. Clearly, another
group knows about the relics of this long-forgotten but highly-advanced seafaring
culture. And they’ll stop at nothing to keep the rest of the world in the dark.

Atlantis and the Cycles of Time
The Lost Continent Charles John Cutcliffe Wright Hyne A classic "lost race" story,
with all of the required elements: a seductive empress, a straight-arrow hero,
battles, escapes, sorcery, and earth-shattering cataclysms! Eminently readable
and very entertaining, without any profundity to distract a fan of Haggard, Aubrey,
or Janvier-style fantasy literature.
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Atlantis: The lost city is in Java Sea
Summarizes the careers of nearly two thousand actors, filmmakers, writers, and
composers, including birth and death dates, notable performances, nominations,
and awards

Science and Technology in Homeric Epics
Thousands of books have already been written on Atlantis since its reality was first
disclosed by the great philosopher Plato, some two and a half millennia ago.
Hence, one may well wonder whether a new book on the subject is really needed.
Can anything new actually be said about Atlantis? The answer is a most categorical
yes. After all, the riddle of Atlantis has never been satisfactorily solved so far.The
present book is an attempt by a reputed scientist, to scientifically compare and
refute ? perhaps for the first time ever ? the various existing theories on Atlantis?
location and reality. The author also expounds his own theory which definitively
locates Atlantis in Indonesia. In his research, Prof. Santos marries the most recent
results and techniques of Modern Science to the sacred and folk lore of all the
peoples of the world, knitting humanity together in a solution to the riddle of
Atlantis that neatly ties together the vast scientific and traditional evidence which
was always there but never before seen by other researchers.The reader, whether
a scientist with an open mind or a lay person, is led to conclude that Plato could
well have been telling the truth, after all, since the information provided by the
great philosopher is so uncannily confirmed by the recent scientific finds of all
sorts.

Atlantis and the Coming Ice Age
A young queen is torn between her heart’s desire and the fate of her kingdom in
this “first-rate” fantasy from a New York Times–bestselling author (Library Journal).
On his deathbed, the four-hundred-year-old emperor of Atlantis has reason to
worry. Signar, the savage ruler of a powerful outlying state, is scheming to seize
control of the empire, and not even its advanced technology can save it. But
something else can . . . From the frozen north country of Althrustri, Signar will halt
his invasion if he can take the emperor’s daughter, the beautiful Empress Salustra,
as his bride. Such a marriage contradicts the deepest feelings of Salustra’s heart,
the secret wisdom of her lineage, and her sacred trust as Atlantis’s queen. But the
emperor has a plan: Salustra will seduce Signar and then sentence him to death. In
spite of every effort to harden her heart, Salustra soon finds herself falling in love
with the lustful barbarian. Her loyalties gravely divided, the empress must make a
decision that will change the course of history. Written by author Taylor Caldwell
when she was a young girl and revised and published decades later, The Romance
of Atlantis transforms the legend of a lost kingdom into an “extraordinary” tale of
passion and intrigue (TheColumbus Dispatch).

The Search for Hidden, Sacred Knowledge
KONSTANTA SUMURUPING GENI NUSANTARA The literal meaning of the word
"constant" is "constancy", constant or unchanging In mathematics, "constant" or
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"constant" is a constant value. Constants are used in various scientific disciplines
as opposed to arbitrary "variables". The definition of "variable" includes meaning
changeable, not fixed, the declaration of something that has a variety of values in
the programming language is also called a symbol that represents a certain value,
variables known in sub-programs are called local variables, while those that are
known in general / intact in one program are called " Global Variables " "History" or
real events in the past is "Certain" not "Variable", only the records are affected by
the interests of the "Subjective" in power which makes this uncertain and even
"Ambiguous", this must be straightened out. Constant is a type of variable whose
value cannot be changed. Value initialization is only done once at the beginning,
after which it cannot be changed. Some constants are named according to the
name of the discoverer. Examples of constants: ● c (speed of light) = 299,792,458
meters per second ● h (Planck's constant) = 6.626 x 10-34 Joule seconds ● G
(constant gravity) = 6.6742 x 10-11 m3 s-2 kg-1 ● Hubble constant = 70 (km / s) /
Mpc ● π (pi), the constant of the ratio of the circle to the diameter, the value is
close to 3.141592653589793238462643 E, the value is close to
2.718281828459045235360287 ● φ (golden ratio), the value is close to
1.618033988749894848204586 So "Constant" is "Constant" whose value cannot
be changed. Value initialization is only done once at the beginning, after which the
value cannot be changed, the number of years in recording real events in history is
correct in that year not "Variable" If the determination of the number of years in
historical recording is "ambiguous" or can be refuted "truth" then it needs to be
corrected and revised this is what happened to our country's history recording The
discoveries at the end of the 20th century showed that the "Cosmological
Constant" was needed to explain the existence of "Dark energy" The cosmological
constant is the density of space energy or vacuum energy that appears in the field
equation in General Relativity. This constant was introduced by Einstein in his
theory of "General Relativity" so that the universe remains static Einstein then
discarded or abandoned the cosmological constant when observations showed that
the universe is expanding or moving to expand "This is the biggest mistake in my
life" Einstein, who once modified the nature of the general theory of relativity, felt
that he had 'corrupted' his own theory.He regretted so much that the addition of
the cosmological constant was the biggest mistake of his life. Naturally, as an
ordinary human, Eintein is not free from mistakes, here we learn that mistakes are
a very human nature, they can happen to anyone, including scientists of Einstein's
caliber. Likewise in the calculation of the year in the recording of historical years in
the archipelago, "Konstanta" or the determination of the calculation of the
historical year on the inscription with the number of "Saka" which has been
calculated as "Must" started in 78 AD, is obsolete, must be discarded or not. used
again, because it is proven that there are many historical facts that occurred
before that year in the archipelago "Mistakes" or in polite language is "Mistakes"
can happen to anyone, including scientists of Einstein's caliber, as well as
chroniclers in this country that the year 78 AD is the year of the "Saka" nation of
the ancestors of the Archipelago nation. that year conquered Raja Salivahana in
south India It is not the beginning of the Saka year to calculate the number of
years in the "Inscription" of this early calculation of the Saka year, causing our
history to be lost before the year 78 AD, in fact there is already an advanced
civilization in this country, and if this is considered "to the Khilafan". .. so when do
we want to be considered a "Primitive" nation ? That means If we have found the
numbers "Constants" or "Decisions" in the early years of the calculation of the
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Saka year in the inscriptions, we will find a lot of real facts that the "History of the
Archipelago" is more advanced than what is written today The "Sumuruping Geni
Constant" is the determination of the return of the bright light from the fire that
once lit the world, and the source of that fire has ever occurred and originated in
this land. "History" naturally rotates towards the point where it was once passed,
and that triumph has occurred and will be repeated again with valid provisions or
constants so now the time has come for the "Sumuruping Geni Constant" to occur
again in this archipelago. The generation of this nation will understand who their
true ancestors were . that their ancestors were not "Primitive", did not embrace
Animism. Dynamics were also the philosophy of their teachings that colored 3/4 of
the earth, which underlies the birth and growth of 3 teachings on Indian soil ..
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